
Sweatcoin - Coin For Sweat App

**About Sweatcoin**

Sweatcoin is a fitness app that transforms your movement into so-called sweatcoins. These can

then be exchanged for great bonuses.

Sweatcoin motivates you to get active every day with the help of a very simple principle: For your

steps, you get so-called sweatcoins. Currently 1,000 steps are about 0.95 sweatcoins worth. Your

steps are measured by GPS, which means that measuring your activity is only possible outdoors.

Once you have collected enough sweatcoins, you can convert them into great rewards such as

sports shoes, a fitness tracker or healthy food. Since you can compare your steps and sweatcoins

with other users and especially great bonuses cost of course many sweatcoins, you are always

motivated to stay active.

**Sweatcoin - Features:** 

- Move and earn money: The fitness app Sweatcoin allows you to earn money with your

movement. Although this is just a cryptocurrency called sweatcoin, it can be turned into great

rewards. Currently, you receive around 0.95 sweatcoins for 1,000 steps. The app measures your

steps via GPS, which means that unfortunately only outside activities are scored. All the activities

that take place indoors, for example in the gym, are not included in your activity results.

- Receive great rewards: In the store, you can convert your hard-earned sweatcoins into rewards.

Of course, all rewards have something to do with the topic of fitness. For example, you can

exchange your sweatcoins for a fitness tracker, sports shoes or healthy food. The higher the value

of the reward, the more sweatcoins you have to spend for this, of course. For many rewards it is

therefore necessary to save the sweatcoins.

- Exchange with other users: If the earned sweatcoins are not incentive enough to move you,

maybe a look at the ranking will give you a fresh boost in motivation. On the leaderboard, you'll see

how many steps your friends or relatives have made and how many sweatcoins they have

compared to you. If you do not want to engage in competitive thinking, you also have the option of

sending your sweatcoins to other users. When you do this, you can help friends to buy a great

reward even faster.

Conclusion: Sweatcoin convinces with a really innovative approach. Making money for every move

will certainly be an incentive for many couch potatoes to become more active. 


